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UNITED STATES OF AMERXCA
ATOMIC ENERGY COMNISSXON

In the Matter of )
)

PACIFXC GAS AND ELECTRXC COMPANY )
)

Diablo Canyon Site — Units 1 and 2 )
)

ENvlRoN, @LE (A@A)

Doc'ket Nos. 50-275
50-323

PROPOSED FXNDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSXONS OF LAW SUBMITTED BY
PACXFIC GAS AND ELECTRXC COMPANY

In a Memorandum and Order dated April 21, 1972 the

Atomic Energy Commission directed that. a hearing be held before

an Atomic Safety .and Licensing Board to consider

. whether the activities under the con-
struction permits for the Diablo Canyon Nuclear
Power Plant, .Units 1 and 2, should be suspended
pending completion of the, NEPA environmental
review." (Notice of Hearing, p. 2)

In resolving that issue the Commission directed that the criteria
set forth in paragraph 2 of Section E of Appendix D to 10 CFR 50

and the considerations specified by the Court in Coalition for
Safe Nuclear Power et al. v. United States Atomic Ener Com-

mission, D. C. Cir., No. 71-1396, should be considered and

balanced. The notice of hearing was published in 37 Federal

Receister 9146, and the hearing was held May 17 through 20, 1972

near San Luis Obispo. At the conclusion of the hearing. the

Chairman, of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board directed that

the parties submit proposed findings of fact and conclusions of

law (Transcript (Tr. ). p. 1030) .
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Introduction

FINDINGS OF FACT
N

l. Units 1 and 2 at, Pacific Gas and Electric Company's

(PGandE's) Diablo Canyon site are substantially identical„units.

Together they have a warranted net electrical output of 2,120

megawatts, and ultimately the units are expected to have a net

electrical output. of 2,287 megawatts. Each unit will use a .

3,250 megawatt (thermal) pressurized water nuclear reactor

furnished by the Westinghouse Electric Corporation. The planned

commercial operating dates for the units are May 1, 1975 and

May 1, 1976, respectively. The plant is architectually designed

to be relatively unobtrusive in its natural setting and will
employ exterior colors and profiles which are intended to blend

harmoniously with the natural contours and colors of the terrain.

The AEC construction permits for the units were issued April 23,

1968 and -December 9, 1970, respectively, (Applicant's Exhibit G,

p. 2; Applicant's Exhibit H, p. 3; Staff Exhibit C,- p. 6).

Im act of Continued- Construction

2. As of June 1, 1972 PGandE estimates Unit 1 will be

about 45.6% complete and Unit 2 about 12.8% complete. As of

that date PGandE will have spent a total of $ 314 million on

Units 1 and 2, exclusive of transmission lines, and will have

committed for a total of $ 464 million on the units, exclusive

of transmission lines. The estimated total costs of the units

is $665 million. Total costs for tran'smission line rights of way
i

to date amount to approximately $ 7.6 million and transmission line
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construction costs total .approximately $ 22.-2 million. Transmiss'ion

line right of way.and construction costs to,be incurred amount to

approximately $ 24.35 million (Applicant's Exhibit C, p. 22; Ap-

plicant's Exhibit E, p. 14; Applicant's Exhibit G, p. 3; Applicant's

Exhibit, K; Applicant's Exhibit L; Tr. p.
647).'.

Continued construction of the units during the NEPA re-

view period will not cause any significant adverse effect on the
1

environment. On the contrary continued construction will improve

the unit's appearance and thus their impact on the environment by

leading to completion of partially completed structures. Practi-

cally all of the work remaining on Unit 1 and much of the work

remaining on Unit 2 consist of installing equipment'located within

structures and thus have no effect on the, environment. Construc-

tion activities that necessarily have disturbed topography,

vegetation, and wildlife are substantially complete, and,thus

the main impact of plant construction has'already occurred (Ap-

plicant's Exhibit G, p..3; Exhibits G-1 — G-21; Staff Exhibit C,

pps. 43, 44; Staff Exhibit D; Tr. pps. 492 — 496).

4. The 'status of various components of the plant indicating
the amount of work already completed is as follows:

1 The NEPA review period is presumed to be the seven
months,'eriod June 1, '1972 — January 1, 1973
(Tr. p. 200) .





Com onent

.Access Road and Temporary Facilities
Grading, Excavation and Fill Operations

100

97'reakwaters100

Circulating Water System Discharge
Structure

Discharge Structure Cofferdam 100

Discharge Structure

Intake Structure Cofferdam

Intake Structure

Intake Conduits

Discharge Conduits

89

100

80

100

Main Plant Structures

Containment - Unit'

Containment — Unit 2

Turbine Generator Building — Unit 1

Turbine Generator Building — Unit 22

Auxiliary Building

Switchyards

19

78

88

70

(Applicant's Exhibit G, pps. 4-10; Staff Exhibit D) .

5.. Similarly, over half the transmission lines and access

roads required,for the plant have been completed and all necessary

2 Excavation 90% complete; 65% of foundations
poured; turbine pedestal columns in

place'Applicant'sExhibit G, p. 9).
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regulatory approvals have been obtained. All the right-of-way

for the Diablo-Gates line and 98% of the right-of-way for the
*

3
Diablo-Midway line have been acquired. Construction is virtually
complete in what has been called the more ecologically or environ-

mentally sensitive areas and restoration work is underway. The

status of construction of the lines and access is indicated on

Applicant's Exhibit 1 to Mr. Page's testimony. Specifically,
about 85% of the roads for the Diablo-Midway lines, 92% of the ~

roads for the Diablo-Gat'es line, and 100% of the roads for the

230 'kv feeder line have been constructed. Road construction is
virtually complete in the environmentally sensitive areas, and

remaining road construction is primarily in the "oil shale" area

on the Midway Line and across the flat, open terrain and the oil
well area of the Kettleman Plains on the Diablo-Gates line.
Existing roads are used wherever possible. Thus, in the "oil
shale" area over 50% of the access required will be on existing
roads. On the remaining portion of the Diablo-Gates line across

the Kettleman'Plains, 85% of the required access will be provided

3 Construction of the Diablo-Midway No. 2 line was suspended
by the AEC in its order dated February 4, 1972. Applicant
did not contest this order and stipulated at the hearing
that it would not contes't the suspension in this proceeding
to avoid prolonging the proceeding, although it did not agree
that suspension was proper. Applicant indicated that the
Diablo-Midway No. 2 line is not required for operation of,
Unit 1. Applicant's witness Noodward testified that PGandE
intended to commence construction of the line August 1, 1972
and that if this work were delayed the cost would be about
$ 10,000 per month. If the suspension is continued, PGandE
will also have to lay off- some men (Tr. pps. 144-146, 286,
287, 297, 708, 709).
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by existing roads. Work to be performed over the next seven months

includes constructing some ten to twelve miles of roads in open

land on the Midway-Gates line and installing 200 towers and string-

ing about 28 miles of conductor for that line, and completing the

Diablo-Midway No. 1 line. Most of the work to be done on the

Midway-Gates line will be primarily adjacent to the existing

230 kv line (Applicant's Exhibit E, pps. 2-4, 6; Tr. pps. 62, 63,

118, 132, 175, 176, 191, 194 195 218. 219 261-268 282)-

6. Clearing the right-of-way consists in cutting narrow

stringing trails for the conductor and only tower sites are

actually cleared. These sites are not graded, however, except,

for excavations for- the actual tower footings. Such roads as

willbe constructed will be only 14 feet wide except at turns

and extensive end-hauling of materials will be done where roads

are constructed in steep terrain or in areas where spilling or

overcasting of material would be visible or have a detrimental-

effect, on the environment. The towers are specially designed

to have as little mass and as much open space as possible. Nhere

necessary the towers will be galvaprimed to make them even less

conspicuous. Special non-specular (i.e., less visible) conductor

4 Intervenor Scenic Shoreline Preservation Conference,
Inc. produced a witness who testified extensively on
his views as to the impact of construction of the
access roads. As such, his testimony is completely
irrelevant to this proceeding, which was to consider
the impact of continued construction during the ongoing
NEPA review, and therefore his testimony may be ignored
.(Tr. pps. 956-1009).





will also be used (Applicant's Exhibit E, pps. 8-12; Applicant's

Exhibits 3-6; Tr. pps. 141, 142, 177, 181, 226, 227) ..

Redress of Adverse Environmental Im act

7. — The work to be performed during the prospective review

period will have a minimal effect on the environment, and inter-
ference with land use along transmission lines likewise will be

minimal. In the unlikely event it were decided that, the impact

of work performed during the NEPA review should be redressed for
the transmission lines this could be effected by replanting the

cleared areas and, if necessary, removing the towers. However,

PGandE intends to use the Diablo-Midway No. 1 line and the Diablo-

Gates line as a third circuit for alternate switching and improved

reliability to the Pacific Northwest-Southwest Intertie, and re-

moval is not contemplated should there be a modification, suspension

or termination of the construction permits as a result of the on-
/

going NEPA review. The stringing trails and cleared areas around

the tower sites would soon disappear as the foliage grew back.

Access roads constructed during the interim period could be removed

if the property owner so desires and the area replanted. Work at

the site could be undone, if necessary. In short, although the

work to be performed during the interim period would not have a

significant, adverse effect on the environment, the effect of such

work could be redressed, if necessary (Applicant's Exhibit E, pps.

3-14; Applicant's Exhibits 3, 4, 5, and 6; Applicant's Exhibit G,

p. 16; Staff Exhibit D; Tr. pps. 140, 271, 274, 802).





Continued Construction and Ado tion of Alternatives

8. Insofar as the transmission lines are concerned PGandE

has studied numerous alternate routes. during the course of obtain-

ing required governmental approvals and in litigating its eminent

domain actions. Consultations were had with a number of different
groups and as a result some changes in the route selected were made

prior to construction. More particularly, the subject of the route

of the lines was the central issue in a 26 day hearing before the

California Public Utilities Commission, in which Scenic Shoreline

Preservation Conference, Inc., intervenor herein, was a party
plaintiff. Except for a minor and conditional relocation of a

portion of the Diablo-Midway line, the route selected by PGandE

was confirmed. In short, PGandE believes that the routes it
selected are the optimum routes from all points of view. Neverthe-

less, continued construction of the remaining portions of these

routes would not foreclose subsequent adoption of alternate routes

or differently designed towers, should such a design be available,
because the work performed during the NEPA review could simply be

repeated or the lines relocated. However, if the lines were re-
located it may be necessary to construct more access roads. As

indicated above the environmental impact of this work in the areas

where it remains to be done is slight (Applicant's Exhibit C, pps.

3, 4, 20, 21; Applicant's Exhibits 1 and 2; Applicant's Exhibit D;

Tr. pps. 53, 54, 62, 116, 120, 121, 136, 137, 142, 143, 147).

9. With regard to the plant itse'lf, here too continued

construction will not foreclose alternatives. The conservative

8





design of the Units, the review this design has had before state

and federal regulatory officials, and the changes made as a result

of the review indicate that the NEPA review will reveal few, if
any, changes to'be made to lessen the effect of the Units on the

environment. The design and construction of the Units have

progressed to the point where adoption of alternative designs

for components or systems would require backfitting. However,

such changes would not be made appreciably more difficult or

expensive by continued construction. Possible alternatives

which might be considered include different condenser cooling

water and radioactive waste treatment. systems (Applicant's

Exhibit H, pps. 2, 3; Staff Exhibit D; Tr. pps. 360, 361, 383,

384 g 782 784 p 802 804)

10. PGandE considered various alternate cooling systems

and believes that the once-through system it selected is not

only the least expensive but will result in the highest plant
5efficiency and requires the least amount of land space. Various

alternatives considered were more costly and could have a greater

impact on the environment. For example, natural draft cooling
towers, one of the possible alternatives, for the Diablo Units

would have to be at least 400 feet high and more than 400 feet
across the base. PGandE estimates that the capital cost of these

5 The cofferdam. for the cooling water discharge structure is
scheduled to be removed during the NEPA .review period. If
the decision were made to switch to an offshore cooling
water discharge the cofferdam would not have to be replaced
(Tr. pps. 386, 387, 494).
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towers would. be $ 37 million and that reduction in turbine cycle

efficiency would result in a loss of capability of up to 160

megawatts during warm periods. The adverse visual impact of
'hesetremendous structures is apparent. 'f operation of the

system proves harmful to fish due to design of the inta'ke struc-

ture changes can be made to correct any design deficiencies

(Applicant's Exhibit H, pps. 8-11; Staff Exhibit, C, p. 12; Staff
Exhibit, D; Tr. pps. 364-366, 377, 378) .

ll. PGandE estimates that the thermal effects of the cooling

water alternative it has selected will be minimal. Based upon its
experience with its existing coastal thermal plants, mathematical

models and appropriate scale factors, PGandE calculates that as a

result of full power operation of three units of the size of the

Diablo Units the characteristic temperature in Diablo Cove will
be 4 — 6 degrees above ambient at the surface, which is about

one-third of the magnitude -of the seasonal variation of temperature

at Diablo. More particularly, PGandE estimates that 50% of the

time the 10'sotherm above ambient will enclose two acres of water

and the 4 isotherm will enclose 32 acres of water. It will be

rare (20% of the time) for the 10'sotherm to enclose more than

4.2 acres or the 4'sotherm to enclose more than 82 acres.

Temperature rises below 15 feet from the surface will be negligible.
PGandE has conducted an investigation of the species of marine life
present in Diablo Cove. The effect of this thermal discharge upon

marine biota is expected to include increased abundance of warm

water species and decreases for cold water species within Diablo

10





Cove. Immigrant warm water species may become established and

the more sensitive cold water forms may disappear. Th'e overall

biomass or abundance of organisms may not change; it could even

increase 'Applicant's Exhibit I, pps. 2-4; Applicant's Exhibit,

J, pps. 2-10; Staff Exhibit. C, pps. 7-10; Tr. pps. 389, 390, 395,

408-413, 425, 426, 723).

11. PGandE has received a certificate from the State Water

Resources Control Board that there is reasonable assurance that

the Diablo Canyon Units will be operated in a manner which will
not violate applicable water quality standards. These state

standards have been approved by the Environmental Protection

Agency. " Under an agreement between the California Resources

Agency and PGandE the California Department of Fish and Game

is presently conducting-an environmental monitoring program to

establish, pre-operational conditions in the cove and adjacent

areas., In addition, post-operation studies will be conducted

after plant startup to evaluate any changes in the marine

6 Applicant's witness North testified that abalone would be
adversely affected only in the immediate vicinity of the
outfall but that no area is expected, to be permanently
removed as potential fishing territory for commercial
abalone divers (Applicant's'Exhibit J, p. 10; Tr. pps.
412, 413) .

7 Conference witness Morford testified on behalf of the U;S.
Fish and Wildlife Service and expressed reservations over
the cooling water system proposed for the plant. This
testimony would =be more appropriate at the hearing which
will be held following the NEPA review. 'he issue in this
proceeding is whether continued construction would foreclose
alternatives, and PGandE's and the AEC staff's testimony
was that it would not (see paragraph 9 above).





environment (Applicant' Exhibit I, pps. 3, 4; Staf f Exhibit C,

p. 10; Tr. p. 844) .

12. The Units. will be equipped with an extensive radio-

active waste handling system, which has been designed to meet

existing and proposed regulations on radioactive emissions for

normal operations as contained in proposed Appendix I to 10

CFR 50. Although PGandE believes its proposed system is adequate8

continued construction will not preclude the adoption of alternate

systems. PGandE has also considered the impact. on the environment

of new fuel shipments to the plant and spent fuel shipments from

the plant and has found such impact minimal. The impact of

abnormal or accident conditions has also been analyzed. The

radiation exposures which would result from the accidents analyzed

are generally lower than those expected from normal operation and

very much lower than the exposures received from natural background

radiation. Nhen these potential exposures are considered in con-

junction with their probabilities of occurrence, their resulting

environmental impact is negligible. The environmental effects of

other plant discharges, such as chemical and sanitary, likewise

are anticipated to be negligible based upon the present design,

but continued construction will not preclude the adoption of

8 In its preliminary report (Staff Exhibit C) a calculation
was made by the AEC staff based on the dose a child would
receive from drinking milk from a cow grazing at the site
boundary. The answer would be different if the cow were
not grazing at the site boundary, and whether or not, dairy
cows do graze at the site boundary will have to be established
-during the full NEPA review (Staff Exhibit C, pps. 19, 20;
Tr. pps. 761, 762).

12
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alternatives, if required, following the NEPA review (Applicant's

Exhibit H, pps. 12-15; Staff Exhibit C, pps. 13-15, 18-40; Tr.

pps. 379-382, 384-386, 723, 758).

Effects of Dela
I

13. i Power Needs To Be Served

PGandE ma'kes new electric load forecasts every six

months. The latest forecast was made in March, 1972. Over the

years PGandE's forecasts have been accurate, the difference be-

tween the forecasted and actual load being 3.35% of 1961 load

and 1.74% of 1971 load. PGandE estimates that electric energy

requirements and peak demands will grow at about a 6.5% compound

rate during the 1970's. PGandE's historic long-term annual peak

demand growth rate has been about 7.7% compounded (Applicant's

Exhibit M, pps. 6, 7; Applicant's Exhibit M-1; Tr. p. 661).

14. PGandE has two criteria for determining minimum reserve

requirements. One is a reliability criterion which requires that

the planned system, when analyzed by the probability of loss of

load method, show a reliability equal to or in excess of a reli-
ability criterion of 10. This is a rather uniform criterion
around the country. The other criterion requires reserve capacity,

after allowance for scheduled maintenance, to be greater than the

combined capacity of the two largest units in service. Of the two

criteria the one requiring the larger amount of reserve determines

the minimum reserve required (Applicant's Exhibit M, pps. 7, 8;

Staff Exhibit A, p. 6; Tr. pps. 662, 665).

15. The Diablo Canyon Units are scheduled for commercial

13





operation in '1975 and 1976, respectively. If Unit 1 is not avail-

able in 1975 PGandE would not meet its reliability index of 10,

even using the most conservative assumption of no units down for

overhaul. In actual fact reserves will probably be less than

those shown due to a number of uncertainties. In addition, the

reserves would fall below 15% of peak load, which the Federal

Power Commission, in its latest National Power Survey, considers

as a minimum to provide an adequate bulk power supply. The situ-

ation becomes worse if Unit 2 is not available in 1976. It would

be impossible to render reliable electric service in 1975, 1976,

or 1977 without the Diablo Canyon Units in operation on schedule

(Applicant's Exhibit M, pps. 7-10, Exhibits M-l, M-2, M-3, M-4;

Staff Exhibit A, pps. 4 6, 9, 10; Staff Exhibit A 1; Tr. pps.

662, 663).

ii Availabilit of Alternative Sources of Power

16. There are no sources of power which could be made

available on a timely basis to replace the Diablo Canyon Units.

There are no power purchases available from outside sources that,

could provide the energy capability of the Diablo Canyon Units
9

(2120 megawatts). Nor are there any hydroelectric or fossil-
fueled sources which could be made available by 1975-1977. Gas

9 PGandE is negotiating for purchase of 400 megawatts of
summer peaking power from the Pacific Northwest. beginning
in 1977. However, this power will have no firm energy
because energy delivered with the capacity will have to
be returned (Applicant's Exhibit m, p. 11; Tr. p. 665).





turbines seemingly could be installed on a timely basis because

they have a lead time of 32 months. ~ However, about 36 50 megawatt

units would be required to provide capacity approximately equivalent

to the two Diablo Canyon Units. The proble'ms associated with lo-
cating sites for such a large number of units would in all likeli-
hood lead to delays. Furthermore, the gas turbines and PGandE's

other thermal plants would have to operate for a substantial number

of hours per day to replace the Diablo Canyon Units. Essentially
all of this generation w'ould have to be provided by low sulfur oil
because of the decreasing availability of natural gas for electric
generation. At. current prices of oil the added cost of energy10

to PGandE customers over and above the estimated cost of energy

from the Diablo Canyon Units would be $ 32.5 million, $ 70.8 million,
and $ 83.3 million in, 1975, 1976, and 1977, respectively. On the

average for each month of delay of the Diablo Canyon Units an ad-

ditional 2 million barrels of fuel oil would have to be burned at
an added cost in excess of the Diablo Canyon fuel cost of nearly

$ 7 million. A direct. environmental effect of burning this fuel
oil would be an increase in emissions of oxides of sulfur,
particulate matter, and oxides of nitrogen. Because of the
relative scarcity of fossil fuels in California and the adverse

environmental effects associated with their use, PGandE deems

10 PGandE estimates that based upon present supplies of natural
gas, unless there are major new discoveries, PGandE will be
unable to burn any natural gas at its power plants beginning
in 1978 (Tr. p. 711) .

15





nuclear power plants an essential part of its generating capacity

(Applicant's Exhibit M, pps. 12, 14, 15 Staff Exhibit B, pps. 3-6;

Tr. pps.'67, 668, 702, 703, 710-712).

17. Nor is geothermal steam a viable alternative to the Diablo

Canyon Units. PGandE plans to install 106 megawatts of geothermal

capacity in 1972, 1973, 1974, and 1975, 212 megawatts in 1976, and

106 megawatts in 1977 and a total of 1150 megawatts during the

period 1971-1981. These units necessarily are small because the

steam is low-pressure and low-temperature. Much steam development

work and drilling must be done to provide for capacity presently

scheduled. PGandE's steam supplier Union Oil Company of California
I

estimates that it has proven reserves of 1000 megawatts of which

750 megawatts are available for utilization, the balance being on

U. S. Government lands and not yet available for commercial ap-

plication. 'However, all'he'ells~>gor this capacity have not yet,
I

been drilled. Of this amount Units 1 through 12 will utilize 632

megawatts leaving a balance of 118 megawatts for development in

1976. Union estimates that further drilling will prove reserves

of an additional 400 to 500 megawatts over that presently con-

sidered proven. Because of the still novel nature of the resource

and PGandE's need to be assured of an, adequate supply of steam for
the estimated 30-year life of a unit before making the required

million
capital investment for generating units, presently Pl+per 106

megawatt unit,, PGandE proceeds in a manner which permits the

effect of each new generating unit on the steam field, which is a

finite resource, to be assessed before further additions are made.

16





It is essential that, wells be drilled sequentially. Assuming

that two units can be installed in 1976, which represents the

most geothermal generation PGandE has added in one year, it may

be possible to do the same in 1977 and thereby accelerate geo-

thermal development by an additional 106 megawatt, unit. in 1977.

However, this would be of no help in the 1975-1976 period when

most of the Diablo Canyon replacement capacity would be needed.

In any event even if PGandE threw caution to the winds, it would

not. physically be possible to drill the number of wells and con-

struct the generating units required to replace the Diablo Canyon
11, 12Units by 1975-1976 (Applicant's Exhibit F, pps. 2, 3;

Applicant's Exhibit M, pps. 12, 13; Staff Exhibit B, p. 5; Tr.

pps. 300, 301, 311, 312, 318, 664-667) .

18. Use of geothermal steam is not free of environmental

problems. Roads have to be constructed and a number of wells

have to be drilled and pipe systems constructed to collect and

11 PGandE witness Budd of Union Oil Company testified that 12
to 14 wells are required for each 106 megawatt unit, that,
one to two wells must be drilled per year over the life of
the facility to maintain its supply of steam because wells
customarily decline in rate and cannot be rejuvenated, and
that the wells are drilled one per each 20 acres. For the
Diablo generation this would require 240 to 280 wells to
be drilled over an area of 4800 to 5600 acres (Applicant's
Exhibit F, p. 2; Tr. pps. 306-308, 324, 325).

12 Conference witness Anderson testified that the State of
California estimates the steam potential at. The Geysers
as 4.8 million kilowatts. The basis for this estimate
was not clear but apparently it was based upon an arbitrary
assumption of what the State believed the productive area
to be broken down into 20-acre parcels per well producing
steam at the rate of 150,000 pounds per hour. The witness

17
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carry the steam to the generating plants. These activities and

the construction and operation o'f the generating plants are

industrial in nature. Some individuals can be expected to'eem

them incompatible with other land uses, particularly as the

population of the area increases. This can be expected to retard,
and perhaps prevent, extensive and unlimited development of geo-

thermal power at The Geysers. Two other potential problems exist.
One is the disposal of the condensed steam effluent. This is
presently being reinjected into the ground and the question that
remains to be answered is whether this method will continue to
wor'k as development proceeds and the quantity of effluent to be

reinjected becomes substantially larger. The other problem

12 (Continued) had no qualifications regarding utilization of
geothermal steam for electric generation nor did he 'know
how much of the land containing the alleged 4.8 million
kilowatts was controlled by Union. He did testify, however,
that The Geysers could not be developed in time to substitute
for the Diablo Units (Tr. pps. 609, 610, 613-617, 620).

Conference witness Rex similarly lacked qualifications
to testify on use of geothermal steam for electric generation.
Based upon a gravity anomoly theory, Mr. Rex testified that
his estimate of the ultimate potential of 140 square miles
at The Geysers was 25,000 megawatts. He also testified that
the technique of estimating oil reserves by drilling a few
wells has not been accepted in estimating steam reserves.

"He stated he believed that steam could be made available as
a viable alternative for the Diablo Units if 1/12th of all
the onshore drilling rigs in the entire United States were
sent to The Geysers to drill wells. Xt was not clear how

"these rigs were to be made available,. He did not know if
generating facilities could be made available in time nor
did he mention the need for sequential drilling of steam
wells and any undesirable side effects of using geothermal
steam to generate electricity (Tr. pps. 621, 622, 624,"627'28 630 632~ 639 643~ 644)

18





concerns control of non-condensable gases, particularly hydrogen

sulphide, which is released to the atmosphere when condensate is

evap'orated in the cooling towers. As more capacity is developed

release of this gas will have to be controlled or eliminated, and

methods to do this are under review (Applicant's Exhibit M, pps.

13, 14; Tr. pps. 666, 667).

iii Costs of Dela

19. Any delay in completion of the Diablo Units will
cause PGandE to incur substantial additional costs. The expected

dates for commercial operation make no allowance for any delays

and the time lost during a delay could not be made up. If work

were suspended during the seven-month NEPA review period, PGandE

estimates it would incur additional direct costs of approximately

$ 20.3 million consisting of $ 19.8 million plant costs and $ 0.5
14million transmission line costs. In addition to these costs in

the expectation that work will resume January 1, 1973 there are

also many fixed costs which-would continue through the suspension

period such as progress payments on material purchase contracts,

charges for nuclear fuel commitments, PGandE overheads, interest

during construction, and added cost of fuel for replacement power.

Including all these costs PGandE estimates that during a seven

13 Applicant's Exhibit G, p. 11;
Tr. p. 335

14 Applicant's Exhibit E, p. 15

19
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months'uspension15 it would incur expenditures and extra costs

of about. $ 124.4 million consisting of $ 123 million plant costs

and $ 1.4 million transmission line costs. Another major impact

of delay would be the effect on the men working at the site. On

May 1, 1972 there were 177 PGandE employees and 1,214
contractors'mployees

working at the site. Most of the contractors'mployees

would have to be laid off during the suspension period, and the

effect would be detrimental to the economy of San Luis Obispo

County (Applicant's Exhibit E, p. 15;.Applicant's Exhibit, G,

pps. 10-13; Applicant's Exhibit N; Tr. pps. 335, 336, 502, 503,

571-573) .

20. PGandE estimates that during the seven-month NEPA re-

view period it, will spend a total of $ 91.9 million on the Units

and $ 7.6 million on the transmission lines. This amount is
greatly exceeded by the $ 124.4 million in expenditures and extra

costs it would incur during a seven-month suspension period

(Applicant's Exhibit E, p. 14; Applicant's Exhibit G, pps. 13a,

14; Tr. pps. 336, 502-504).

Environmental Harm vs. Abandonment;
Influence of Expenditures Durin

Period of NEPA Review

21. Abandonment of the Diablo Canyon facility is a highly
unlikely alternative due to the relatively negligible effect on

the environment of the work remaining to be performed, the

15 PGandE figures a seven-month suspension would in fact
amount to at least eight months'elay, the extra month

'being required to resume, the work (Applicant's Exhibit. G,
p. 12; Tr. pps. 336, 573).
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negligible effect on the environment of the plant during operation,

and the enormous costs which would be -incurred by PGandE as a re-
1

suit of 'abandonment. Any adverse impacts revealed by the full
NEPA review would not require abandonment of the site and in any„

event, could be mitigated by design changes if necessary. PGandE

estimates that if the wor'k were suspended June 1, 1972 and the

decision to abandon the site were made January 1, 1973 the cost,

to PGandE, exclusive of the cost of alternate generation, would

amount to $ 293 million for the plant and $ 12.1 million for the16

transmission lines for a total of $ 305.1 million. Xf the wor'k

were not suspended and the decision to abandon were made January 1,

19/3, the total, cost to PGandE, exclusive of the cost of alternate

generation, would amount to $ 357 million ($ 328 million for plant

and $ 17 million for transmission lines). These figures are net

of a credit of $ 100 million allowed for salvage on plant equipment

and $ 12.6 million for transmission line salvage. Also, these
'I

figures do not. include any charges for restoration'f the plant

site. Depending upon the amount of work required PGandE estimates

that the cost of restoration of the plant site could amount to

$ 27 million and of the transmission lines presently installed to

$ 7.1 million (Applicant's Exhibit E, p. 16; Applicant's Exhibit G,

pps. 14-16;'Applicant's Exhibit L; Staff Exhibit C, p. 3; Staff
Exhibit D; Tr. pps. 337, 569, 570, 647-652, 724, 785-788).

16 Figure taken from Applicant's Exhibit L
with cost of restoration deleted.
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22. Another way to look at suspension and abandonment is in

terms of the increased revenues required to cover these costs. For

suspension alone PGandE estimates that it would require additional

revenues 'of $ 192 million to cover the costs of suspension. This

would amount to $ 72 per electric customer as of December 31, 1971

or 24.3% of -PGandE's 1971 gross electric revenues. In the event

of abandonment, arrangements would have to be made to provide for
substitute generation and additional fuel costs. In making this
estimate PGandE assumes it. will install 1,800 megawatts of gas

turbine capacity. Because of current commitments and long load

times PGandE estimates it. would be 1986 before substitute nuclear

generation for the Diablo Canyon Units could be installed.; Based

upon a cost of abandonment of $ 328 million, PGandE estimates that
additional revenue requirements over the next 14 years required

to recover in part the abandoned Diablo Units and the added costs

of substitute generation would amount to $ 686 million. This does

not include the revenue requirements to cover abandonment of the

transmission lines and. restoration of the rights-of-way, which it
is estimated would cost $29 million if the work were not suspended.

Because the $ 686 million includes only partial recovery of the

$ 328 million cost of abandonment an additional $ 594 million would

be required after 1986 to recover completely the capital. invested

in the abandoned project. If. the work were, suspended June 1, 1972

the corresponding figures would be $ 622 million and (531 million,
respectively, and the cost to abandon the transmission lines would

be $ 19.2 million. If construction were suspended June 1, 1972
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and the plant abandoned January 1, 1973 the additional revenues

required from each of PGandE's electric customers would be'430

and the added revenues would amount to 146% of PGandE's 1971

gross electric revenues, excluding costs associated with abandon-

ment of transmission lines. Xf construction were not suspended

and abandonment were ordered January 1, 1973 the corresponding

figures would be $ 475 and 162%, respectively, (Applicant's

Exhibit M, pps. 15, 16; Applicant's Exhibits L, 0, P, 9, R;

Tr. pps. 504-506, 652, 653, 668, 669, 703-706, 924-930).

23. One final comparison remains to be made. Xf construc-

tion is permitted to continue during the seven-month presumed

period for the NEPA review, and abandonment is ordered January 1,

1973, PGandE will have spent a total of approximately $ 404 million
on the two Units. Should work be suspended on June- 1 and then

abandonment take place on January 1, 1973, the total spent would

be approximately $ 375 million. The difference between these "two

amounts is $ 29 million, which is insignificant when compared to

the cost of abandonment. By the same tokerl the difference in

costs of abandonment '(see paragraphs 21 and 22 above) is insignifi-
cant as compared to the total cost, of abandonment. Xn other words,

the costs of abandonment. with or without. suspension are so over-

whelming when balanced against the negligible effect, on the en-

vironment of continued construction and operation of the plant
that the difference between them is insignificant and should have

no effect on the decision finally reached on the NEPA review. To
~

'ut'it another way, the choice of abandonment is not so likely an
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alternative to be selected after the NEPA review as to be influenced

by the expenditure of funds during the NEPA review (Applicant's

Exhibit G, pps. 16, 17; Staff Exhibit C, pps. 45-49 Tr. pps..337,

338, . 571) .

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

24. Continued construction of the Diablo Canyon Units during

the NEPA review period will not give rise to a significant adverse

impact on the environment. The impact of this work on the environ-

ment will be negligible, and redress of such impact can reasonably

be effected should modification, suspension or termination of the

construction permits result from the ongoing NEPA review.

25. Continued construction during the prospective review

period would not foreclose subsequent, adoption of alternatives in
facility design or operation of the type that could result from

the ongoing NEPA environmental
review.'6.

The Diablo Canyon Units are required by their scheduled

commercial operation dates to permit PGandE to render reliable
electric service and to meet its reserve reliability criterion.
There are no alternative sources of power to meet the needs of
the PGandE system for the years 1975, 1976, and 1977. In the

event there is any delay in these commercial operating dates

PGandE and ultimately its customers will be forced to expend

large additional amounts of money to cover direct costs of delay

and the additional cost of substitute generation.

27. The commitment of substantial financial resources in
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proceeding with construction pending=. completion of the NEPA re-

view will not affect the eventual decision reached on that review.

28.. Accordingly, it. is determined that, except for work on

the Diablo-Midway No. 2 transmission line the, activities under

the construction permits for Units l and 2 at. PGandE's Diablo

Canyon Site should not be suspended pending completion of the

NEPA environmental review.

It is so ordered.

ARGUMENT

In reviewing the record in this proceeding with but one

possible exception it is clear that PGandE's testimony was largely

unchallenged by Scenic Shoreline Preservation Conference, Inc.

Thus the conclusions that the major impact of construction has

already occurred, that the work-'emaining to be done will have

a negligible effect on. the environment, that. whatever effect this
work has can be redressed i:f necessary, that. continued construc-

tion would not foreclose subsecpxent adoption of alternatives, that

.the Diablo Units are required by their scheduled commercial operating

dates to permit PGandE to render reliable electric service, that,

PGandE would incur substantial costs if the work were suspended or

abandoned, and that the spending of funds during the NEPA review

would not influence the decision ultimately reached at. the conclusion

of*that review were largely unchallenged. Conference did produce

a witness (Rex) who testified that geothermal energy from The Geysers

was a,viable alternative to the Diablo Units. However, this witness
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testified his specialty was geology, geophysics, and geochemistry

of geothermal resources and by his own admission lacked competence

to discuss generation facilities .(Tr. pps. 621, 639, 643, 644) .

His testimony took no 'account of possible adverse side effects
1

from use of geothermal steam and was directly contradicted by

$ 1essrs. Budd and Perry who represent companies which are actually

investing money at The Geysers.

During the course of the hearing (Tr. 282, et. seq.) the

question arose as to whether PGandE was prepared to-accept the

financial risk of continued construction during the period of the

NEPA review. The answer of course is that as a matter of -law

PGandE can be required to backfit its facilities to incorporate

changes in design ordered by'the Commission'10 CFR 50.109). In

addition, it is well established that a holder of a construction

permit -proceeds at his own financial ris'k until he obtains an

operating license (Power Reactor Develo ment Co. v. International
Union of Electrical Radio and Machine Wor'kers, 367 U.S. 396, 1961).

This was recently affirmed by the U. S. Court of Appeals for the

District of Columbia Circuit in Coalition for Safe Nuclear Power

Power et al v. U. S. Atomic Ener Commission, No. 71-1396,

April 7, 1972, the pertinent portion of which reads as follows:
)"We realize of course, that a construction

permittee, particularly after Calvert Cliffs',
proceeds at its own financial risk with respect
to any investment made prior to the completion
of judicial review of an operating license
(Foot note 1, p. 4)

Finally, it is apparent that the environmental effects
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of the. Diablo Canyon Units will be less than the effects of

alternate generation (Tr. pps. 666-668).

Respectfully submitted,

JOHN C. MORRISSEY
PHILIP A. CRANE, JR.
ARTHUR L. HILLMAN, JR.
J. BRADLEY BUNNIN

Attorneys for
PACI AS AND ELE TRIC OMPANY

May 26, 1972

By
Philip' Cran Jr.
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